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Abstract. Secure Remote Password (SRP) protocol is an augmented
Password-based Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) protocol based
on discrete logarithm problem (DLP) with various attractive security
features. Compared with basic PAKE protocols, SRP does not require
server to store user’s password and user does not send password to server to authenticate. These features are desirable for secure client-server
applications. SRP has gained extensive real-world deployment, including
Apple iCloud, 1Password etc. However, with the advent of quantum computer and Shor’s algorithm, classic DLP-based public key cryptography
algorithms are no longer secure, including SRP. Motivated by importance
of SRP and threat from quantum attacks, we propose a RLWE-based SRP protocol (RLWE-SRP) which inherit advantages from SRP and elegant
design from RLWE key exchange. We also present parameter choice and
efficient portable C++ implementation of RLWE-SRP. Implementation
of our 209-bit secure RLWE-SRP is more than 3x faster than 112-bit
secure original SRP protocol, 5.5x faster than 80-bit secure J-PAKE and
14x faster than two 184-bit secure RLWE-based PAKE protocols with
more desired properties.
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1.1

Introduction
Key Exchange

Key exchange (KE) is an important and fundamental cryptographic primitive. It
allows two or multiple parties to agree on same session key, which is later utilized
in encryption and other cryptographic primitives. With the ground-breaking
Diffie-Hellman key exchange proposed in 1976 [14], public key cryptography
came into reality and it has been widely deployed in real world applications.
Since public key computations are rather expensive compared with symmetricbased ones, symmetric encryption is adopted to encrypt actual communication

data instead of public key encryption. The shared key generated during key
exchange is extremely important, especially in constructing real-world security protocols and applications. Important applications of key exchange include
Transport Layer Security (TLS), Secure Shell (SSH), Internet Key Exchange
(IKE), Internet Protocol Security (IPsec), Virtual Private Network (VPN) etc.
However, Diffie-Hellman and other unauthenticate key exchange protocols
are vulnerable to Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack, where an adversary in
the middle between communicating parties can intercept and tamper messages
and pretend himself as legit counterpart. An important line of key exchange
protocols that can defeat such attack is authenticated key exchange (AKE). In
AKE, authentication mechanisms can ensure one or both sides of key exchange
are securely authenticated. HMQV [22] is an example of AKE. There are various approaches to achieve authentication, including public key infrastructure
(PKI)-based (using signatures and verified public key with valid certificates),
password (and its variants)-based AKE protocol (PAKE) etc. PAKE is an important approach to realize AKE. Examples of PAKE protocols are PAK & PPK
[10], J-PAKE [20], EKE [7], SPAKE2 [2] etc. Some additional works include [17],
[24], [19] etc.
In most network security protocols, PKI-based authentication (certificate
and signature) is more popular mostly because it is “secure enough”. In most
cases, server side can be securely authenticated using certificate but client side
is not since generally client does not have a valid certificate. This highlights
one advantage of PAKE protocols - simpler mutual authentication. In PAKE,
mutual authentication can be securely achieved using pre-shared value or tokens
for both parties (in most cases, such pre-shared value is password or hash of
password). This also saves some rather expensive computations related to public
key operations (e.g., compute/verify signature). A shortcoming for basic PAKE
protocols is that these constructions directly using password or hash of password
as pre-shared value. We can foresee that once server is compromised and actual
user password (or its hash value) is leaked, adversary can easily impersonate as
the client to authenticate himself. This stresses an crucial problem and challenge
for basic PAKE protocols.
A solution to this issue is augmented PAKE, since it only requires the server
to store a pre-shared verifier (or a token) which is generated using password and
other elements, instead of simply storing actual password or hash of password. In
execution of augmented PAKE protocol, client needs to enter correct password in
order to compute intermediate values correctly and authenticate himself. Server
uses the stored verifier to authenticate user. Meanwhile, actual password is not
sent to server. The trick is that these intermediate values can be only computed with correct password. Adversary cannot compute such intermediate values
thanks to delicate design and hard problems like discrete logarithm problem etc.
The advantage of augmented PAKE protocols is that even if attacker owns the
verifier, he cannot impersonate as client by sending the verifier he captured since
he does not know actual password. Examples of augmented PAKE protocols are
SRP [31], PAK-Z [10] etc.

1.2

Post-Quantum World

Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol and various current public key cryptosystems are constructed based on discrete logarithm problem (DLP), integer factorization problem (IFP), elliptic curve variant of DLP (ECDLP) etc. Currently, there are no public known algorithms on classic computers that can solve
these hard problems with large parameters. However, Shor introduced a quantum algorithm in 1994 [29], which suggested that DLP, IFP and ECDLP can
be solved efficiently on a sufficient large quantum computer. This is horrible for
current public key cryptography since most current widely deployed public key
algorithms are constructed based on these hard problems. Once sufficient large
quantum computer is built, most current public key algorithms can be broken.
We also know that the development of quantum computers within past decades
is incredibly fast. In 2015, National Security Agency (NSA) announced their
plan of switching to post-quantum cryptography in near future. At PQCrypto
2016, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) announced call
for post-quantum cryptography standards. All these facts stress the importance
of post-quantum cryptography and severity of deploying post-quantum cryptographic constructions in real world applications.
There are several approaches to build post-quantum cryptography primitives,
including lattice-based, multivariate-based, hash-based, code-based, supersingular elliptic curve-based etc. Lattice-based ones are very popular due to strong security and high efficiency. Among all lattice-based constructions, Learning With
Errors (LWE) and Ring-LWE based ones are more practical and outstanding due
to much better efficiency, robust security and versatility. There are several works
have demonstrated real-world efficiency of post-quantum cryptographic primitives, including experimenting “NewHope” RLWE key exchange [5] in Chrome
canary build [11], deploying BLISS lattice-based signature in strongSwan VPN
[1] etc.
1.3

Related Works

Secure Remote Password (SRP) Protocol and Important Real-World
Applications Thomas Wu proposed the Secure Remote Password (SRP) protocol in 1998 [31]. SRP protocol is an augmented PAKE protocol designed based
on DLP. Compared with basic PAKE protocols, advantages of SRP are: (1) Server only stores a securely pre-shared verifier. Neither user password nor hash of
password are stored for both client and server; (2) SRP can stop adversary from
impersonating as client even if server is compromised; (3) No one (adversary,
malicious server etc.) can recover user’s password from verifier; (4) SRP does
not require user sending actual password or its variants to servers to authenticate himself. These are major advantages of SRP compared with other PAKE
protocols. SRP is also a key exchange protocol which provides mutual authentication and forward secrecy. SRP is standardized in RFC 2945, ISO 11770-4 and
IEEE P1363.
SRP has been widely deployed in industry and critical real-world applications. Here we list a few of them:

1. Apple iCloud. SRP is adopted in iCloud to authenticate user when attempting to access iCloud account using iCloud security code (iCSC), where iCSC
is set and only known by user (i.e., so-called “password” in SRP). According
to Apple security white paper [6], SRP protocol keeps Apple servers away
from acquiring information about user’s actual iCSC. Moreover, for HomeKit accessories, which are developed for smart home automation are also
using 3072-bit SRP to authenticate between iOS device and HomeKit accessory. SRP stops Apple from knowing the setup code printed on HomeKit
accessories.
2. 1Password. 1Password is the leading password manager. It adopts SRP to
handle user’s master password and login attempts. In fact, 1Password security team claims that user’s security is not affected in recent “Cloudbleed”
bug thanks to the adoption of SRP [18].
3. ProtonMail. Highly-secure email service ProtonMail adopts SRP for secure
login since 2017, protecting the security of user’s account even if server is
compromised.
4. Blizzard. The leading gaming company also uses SRP to authenticate user
login. In 2012, their servers were compromised in a security breach, but SRP
protects safety of user’s password [25].
5. TLS. There are SRP ciphersuites for TLS protocol (e.g., [27]). OpenSSL has
supported TLS-SRP ciphersuites.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no practical attacks against SRP
while formal security proof is not presented in original SRP paper [31]. They
claim that SRP is secure against several attacks with security analysis. Moreover, security of SRP protocol is heavily relied on hardness of discrete logarithm
problem, which can be broken by quantum computers in near future. Importance
of SRP and threats from quantum computers directly motivate this work.

Post-Quantum Key Exchange Protocols from RLWE Jintai Ding et al.
proposed the first LWE and RLWE based key exchange protocols which are
analogues of Diffie-Hellman key exchange in 2012 (denoted as DING12) [16].
DING12 proposed a “robust extractor” (i.e., error reconciliation mechanism),
which allows two parties to agree on same key over approximately equal values
with overwhelming probability. This work is known as the foundation of error
reconciliation-based LWE & RLWE key exchange protocols. There are various
variants (e.g., [26], [9], [5], [8]) that share similar protocol structure and error reconciliation techniques as DING12. It is proven secure under passive probabilistic
polynomial-time (PPT) attack and enjoys very high efficiency.
Jiang Zhang et al. proposed the first RLWE-based AKE protocol which is a
RLWE analogue of HMQV in 2015 [32], where core idea of DING12 and HMQV
are well inherited and applied. This protocol is proven secure under BellareRogaway model with enhancements to capture weak perfect forward secrecy.
They also present parameter choices and proof-of-concept implementation.

Jintai Ding et al. proposed the first RLWE-based PAKE protocol in 2017 (denoted as PAKE17) [15]. This work also follows idea in DING12 and gives RLWE
analogues of classic PAK and PPK protocols. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the only work up to now that gives RLWE-based PAKE constructions
and proof-of-concept implementation. RLWE-PAK and RLWE-PPK are proven
secure under extended security model of PAK and PPK (random oracle model,
ROM). Proof-of-concept implementation shows that PAKE17 is efficient. Another lattice-based PAKE construction is given in [21]. It is constructed based
on common reference ring (CRS), therefore it is more complex and less efficient.
1.4

Our Contributions

Directly motivated by threats from quantum computers and widely deployed
SRP protocol, we first propose a RLWE-based secure remote password protocol which enjoys elegant design and high efficiency (denoted as RLWE-SRP).
Our RLWE-SRP protocol can be regarded as RLWE variant of original SRP
protocol. Same as SRP, in our RLWE-SRP, user only need to remember his
password and server only stores a verifier. The verifier is not actual password
and no information about password is revealed. During key exchange, no actual
password is transmitted. Even if server is compromised and verifier is captured,
adversary cannot impersonate as user to authenticate with server, nor recover
actual password. RLWE-SRP enjoys several desired features, including: mutual authentication, high efficiency and resistant to quantum attacks. Leakage of
session key of previous sessions will not help adversary to identify user’s password and verifier. We also present security analysis following same approach as
original SRP paper.
Second, we present practical parameter choice and efficient portable C++
implementation of RLWE-SRP. With current state-of-the-art cryptanalysis tool
for RLWE-based cryptosystems, our parameter choice offers 209-bit security.
Benchmark shows that our construction and implementation are truly practical. Compared with implementation of original SRP protocol (112-bit security),
RLWE-SRP is 3x faster with higher security level. Compared with other PAKE
protocols including 80-bit secure J-PAKE [20], 184-bit secure RLWE-PAKE and
RLWE-PPK from PAKE17 [15], our implementation is 5.53x, 13.96x and 13.96x
faster respectively.
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2.1

Preliminaries
Ring Learning with Errors

Oded Regev presented LWE problem in 2005 [28] and was extended by Lyubashevsky et al. to Ring-LWE in 2010 [23]. RLWE problem is a direct variant of
LWE problem in ring setting. LWE and RLWE have become most popular primitives to build post-quantum cryptography. Hardness of LWE and RLWE problem is directly reduced to NP-hard lattice problems, including Shortest Vector

Problem (SVP) etc. in regular lattice and ideal lattice respectively. Compared
with LWE, one significant advantage of RLWE is much reduced key size and
communication overhead due to the fact that large matrix is replaced by degree
n polynomial in Rq in RLWE. This reduces at least quadratic computation and
communication overhead. Currently, there are no algorithms can solve LWE, RLWE and underlying lattice problems with properly chosen parameters on both
classical and quantum computers.
Let n ∈ Z be power of 2, q ∈ Z, ring Rq = Zq [x]/(xn + 1) where Zq =
Z/qZ, DZ n ,σ be discrete Gaussian distribution on Z n with standard deviation
σ. For uniform randomly generated public parameter a ∈ Rq , small and fixed
term s ← DZ n ,σ ∈ Rq , e ← DZ n ,σ ∈ Rq , let As,DZ n ,σ be distribution over
pairs (a, b = as + e) ∈ Rq × Rq . RLWE assumption implies that for fixed s,
distribution As,DZ n ,σ is indistinguishable from uniform distribution on Rq2 given
polynomial many samples. Search version of RLWE problem is to recover s
given RLWE samples and decision version is to distinguish RLWE samples from
uniform random ones. There are security reductions from hard problems in ideal
lattice to RLWE. If one can solve RLWE problem, then he can solve underlying
hard lattice problems as well.
RLWE has been applied to construct various cryptography primitives, including public key encryption, digital signatures, key exchange, attribute-based
encryption, homomorphic encryption etc.
2.2

Revisit DING12 RLWE Key Exchange Protocol

In 2012, Jintai Ding et al. proposed LWE and RLWE key exchange protocols [16]. This is the first work that gives simple and provable secure LWE and
RLWE key exchange. DING12 takes advantage of commutative property and
constructs key exchange protocols that are analogues of Diffie-Hellman key exchange. One technical challenge for building key exchange protocol over LWE
& RLWE is how to reconcile errors, since public key and key exchange materials ki , kj are perturbed by small error terms, therefore values for both parties
are approximately equal, not rigorously equal (g a )b mod q = (g b )a mod q in
Diffie-Hellman key exchange. To solve this problem, DING12 gives a new error reconciliation mechanism called “robust extractor” (i.e., error reconciliation
mechanism). In order to reconcile errors, it is required that the difference between key exchange materials of two parties is approximately equal. One side
needs to send a carefully computed “signal” value to the other side. Signal value
implies which “region” does coefficient of polynomial belongs to and this will
leads to correct error reconciliation and key computation. This work sets the
foundation of LWE & RLWE key exchange. Various RLWE-based unauthenticated key exchange constructions including [26], [9], [5], [8] follow this idea. [32],
[15] and this work also use this notion to construct AKE and PAKE protocols
respectively.
Here we recall several core functions and properties:
Signal Function. Let q > 2 be a prime. Hint functions σ0 (x), σ1 (x) from Zq
to {0, 1} are defined as:

(

(
0, x ∈ [−b 4q c, b 4q c]
0, x ∈ [−b 4q c + 1, b 4q c + 1]
σ0 (x) =
, σ1 (x) =
1, otherwise
1, otherwise
Signal function Cha() is defined as: For any y ∈ Zq , Cha(y) = σb (y), where
$

b ← {0, 1}. If Cha(y) = 1, we denote y is in outer region, otherwise y is
in inner region. Signal value from an execution of key exchange is indistinguishable from uniform random bits.
Robust extractor. Mod2 () is a deterministic function with error tolerance δ.
Mod2 is defined as: Mod2 (x, w) = (x + w · q−1
mod q) mod 2.
2
Input of Mod2 () are: (1) x ∈ Zq and (2) Signal w. Output of Mod2 is key
bit k. Denote error tolerance as δ. For any x, y ∈ Zq , if kx − yk∞ ≤ δ,
Mod2 (x, w) = Mod2 (y, w), where w = Cha(y). Error tolerance δ = 4q − 2 for
reconciliation mechanism in DING12, which is the key to ensure correctness
of key exchange over LWE and RLWE with overwhelming probability.
Randomness. For any odd q > 2, if x is uniformly random in Zq , then Mod2 (x, w)
is uniformly random conditioned on signal w.
DING12 RLWE key exchange is illustrated in figure 1:

Party i

Party j

Public key: pi = asi + 2ei ∈ Rq
Private key: si ∈ Rq
where si , ei ← DZ n ,σ

Public key: pj = asj + 2ej ∈ Rq
Private key: sj ∈ Rq
where sj , ej ← DZ n ,σ

ki = pj si + 2e0i
where e0i ← DZ n ,σ
σi = Mod2 (ki , wj ) ∈ {0, 1}n

< pi >

< p j , wj >

kj = pi sj + 2e0j
where e0j ← DZ n ,σ
wj = Cha(kj ) ∈ {0, 1}n
σj = Mod2 (kj , wj ) ∈ {0, 1}n

Fig. 1. DING12 RLWE key exchange protocol

3

Post-Quantum Secure Remote Password Protocol

Our RLWE-SRP protocol is a direct RLWE variant of original SRP [31]. Our
design inherits advantages of SRP and strengthen its hardness further by constructing based on RLWE problem.
RLWE-SRP has 3 phases: Verifier setup, Authenticated key exchange and
Verification.
– In “Verifier setup” phase, client generates verifier v and sends to server.
v is used for authentication and it is the replacement of “pre-shared password” for basic PAKE protocols. Client only need to remember the correct
password.

– In “Authenticated key exchange” phase, client and server share session key
and authenticate each other. Client does not send password to server to
authenticate himself.
– In “Verification” phase, both parties compute hash value of some elements
to verify key exchange and authentication are indeed successful. After three
phases, a mutual authenticated secure channel is established.
We note that “Verifier setup” is only executed once when user registers to
the system, “Authenticated key exchange” and “Verification” are executed for
each login attempt.
It is known that SRP is an augmented PAKE protocol, where augmentation
refers to server stores a verifier, instead of storing password or hash value of
password like basic PAKE protocols. For basic PAKE constructions, if server is
compromised, adversary can directly impersonate as user to authenticate with
server using captured password or hash of password. SRP solves this problem
using “verifier”. Our RLWE-SRP inherits this novel property and enhances the
security of SRP by constructing based on RLWE problem. Only user with correct
password can compute a particular value and use this value in key exchange to
authenticate himself.
3.1

Protocol Construction

In this section, we present our post-quantum secure remote password protocol
RLWE-SRP. Let DZ n ,σ be a discrete Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ. H is standard secure hash function (e.g., SHA3-256), XOF is ExtendableOutput Functions (e.g., SHAKE-128) and “k” denotes concatenation. Definition
of Cha() and Mod2 () are exactly the same as we recalled in section 2.2. We
assume that client and server execute the protocol honestly and have no deliberate malicious behaviours (e.g., client deliberately reveals password, server
reveals verifier, leakage of variables stored in memory etc.).
Phase 0: Verifier Setup
Verifier
Password
Salt
Username

v = a · sv + 2ev
pwd
salt
I

a ← Rq is public parameter in RLWE which is shared by both parties. To
compute v, client computes sv ← DZ n ,σ and ev ← DZ n ,σ . Note that this is
different from other random sampling operations, since it is required that sv
and ev are sampled using specific seed1 = SHA3-256(saltkSHA3-256(Ikpwd))
and seed2 = SHA3-256(seed1) as seed respectively for pseudorandom generator
(PRNG). Purpose for this design is to stop attackers from recovering password
from leaked verifier. We will elaborate this later.
Client need to send username I, salt salt and verifier v to server to complete
verifier setup. Setting up verifier has to go through secure channels (e.g., strong

TLS or other security measures). salt and v are stored and indexed by I in
server’s database. After v is generated, client should delete all variables from
memory to prevent potential leakage. If v is stolen, client needs to setup a new
verifier and proceed this phase from scratch.
We note that similar setup phase also exists in other PAKE protocols. For
other PAKE protocols, pre-shared password or hash of password is stored on
server in this phase, where our RLWE-SRP stores verifier. This phase is only
executed once for each user during registration process. For each key exchange
and authentication process, only phase 1 and 2 are executed.
Phase 1: Authenticated Key Exchange
Client initiation. Randomly samples s1 and e1 from DZ n ,σ and computes
ephemeral public key pi = a · s1 + 2e1 . Send username I and ephemeral
public key pi to server.
Server Response. Search for client’s salt salt and verifier v according to username I in database. Randomly samples s01 , e01 and e000
1 from DZ n ,σ and computes ephemeral public key pj = a · s01 + 2e01 + v and u = SHAKE-128(SHA30
256(pi kpj )). Compute key exchange material kj = v · s01 + 2e000
1 + pi · s1 + u · v,
signal wj = Cha(kj ). Send salt, pj and wj to client.
Client finish. Compute v = a · sv + 2ev where sv and ev are sampled from
DZ n ,σ using seed seed1 = SHA3-256(saltkSHA3-256(Ikpwd)) and seed2 =
SHA3-256(seed1) for PRNG respectively. Randomly samples e001 from distribution DZ n ,σ and compute u = SHAKE-128(SHA3-256(pi kpj )). Compute
key exchange material ki = (pj − v) · sv + 2e001 + (pj − v) · s1 + u · v. Compute
final shared session key ski = SHA3-256(Mod2 (ki , wj )). Delete all variables
except pi , pj and ski from memory.
Server finish. Compute final shared session key skj = SHA3-256(Mod2 (kj , wj )).
Delete all variables except pi , pj and skj from memory.
RLWE-SRP protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2:
Phase 2: Verification
Verification steps of RLWE-SRP are identical to original SRP protocol and
given as follows:
C → S : Client computes M1 = SHA3-256(pi kpj kski ) and sends to server. Server computes M10 = SHA3-256(pi kpj kskj ). If M1 = M10 , key exchange is
successful and client is authenticated.
S → C : Server computes M20 = SHA3-256(pi kM10 kskj ) and sends to client.
Client computes M2 = SHA3-256(pi kM1 kski ). If M2 = M20 , key exchange is
successful and mutual authentication is achieved.
Note that reader may consider that verification step gains additional roundtrip at first glance. However in practice, this might not be the case. For verification step from C → S, client can send encrypted data alongside M1 . Server

Party i
Ephemeral public key:
pi = as1 + 2e1 ∈ Rq
Private key: s1 ∈ Rq
where s1 , e1 ← DZ n ,σ
u = XOF (H(pi kpj )) ∈ Rq
v = asv + 2ev
ki = (pj −v)(sv +s1 )+uv+2e001
where e001 ← DZ n ,σ
σi = Mod2 (ki , wj ) ∈ {0, 1}n
ski = SHA3-256(σi )

Party j

< I, pi >

< salt, pj , wj >

Ephemeral public key:
pj = as01 + 2e01 + v ∈ Rq
Private key: s01 ∈ Rq
Verifier: v ∈ Rq
where s01 , e01 ← DZ n ,σ
u = XOF (H(pi kpj )) ∈ Rq
kj = (v + pi )s01 + uv + 2e000
1
where e000
1 ← DZ n ,σ
wj = Cha(kj ) ∈ {0, 1}n
σj = Mod2 (kj , wj ) ∈ {0, 1}n
skj = SHA3-256(σj )

Fig. 2. Post-quantum secure remote password protocol

first verifies identity with above approach, then decrypt the data using shared
key generated from authenticated key exchange phase. If server fails to verify
the identity of client, then he cannot decrypt the data. Same approach applies
to server, i.e., for verification step from S → C, server can send encrypted data
alongside M2 . Client first verifies identity of server, then decrypt the data.
3.2

Correctness

Correctness of RLWE-SRP is guaranteed with properly chosen parameter. We
know that skx = Mod2 (kx , wj ) (x = i or j) and core notion of error reconciliation
in DING12 is the difference between key exchange materials ki and kj is very
small. If ki and kj are sufficiently close (i.e., kki − kj k∞ ≤ error tolerance δ),
correctness of RLWE-SRP can be guaranteed with overwhelming probability. As
we recalled in section 2.2 and [16], if kki − kj k∞ ≤ 4q − 2, then both sides can
derive same output from Mod2 (), i.e., same session key.
For ki and kj :
ki =(pj − v)sv + (pj − v)s1 + uv + 2e001
= asv s01 + 2e01 sv + as1 s01 + 2s1 e01 + uv + 2e001 .
kj =vs01 + pi s01 + uv + 2e000
1
= asv s01 + 2ev s01 + as1 s01 + 2e1 s01 + uv + 2e000
1 .

(1)

(2)

Note that in (1) and (2), terms in boxes have significantly larger l∞ -norm
than other small error terms. If kki − kj k∞ = k(2e01 sv + 2s1 e01 + 2e001 ) − (2ev s01 +
q
2e1 s01 +2e000
1 )k∞ ≤ k8se+4ek∞ ≤ 4 −2, where s and e are sampled from same distribution DZ n ,σ . Correctness of key exchange is guaranteed with overwhelming
probability if above inequality holds.

√
√
Lemma 1 √([30], lemma 2.5). For σ > 0, r ≥ 1/ 2π, Pr[kxk2 > rσ n; x ←
2
DZ n ,σ ] < ( 2πer2 · e−πr )n .
Our technique for choosing parameters is exact same as [16], [32] and [15].
Moreover, kki − kj k∞ and error tolerance are very similar with above three
constructions, therefore we omit details here. Parameter choice which guarantees
overwhelming success probability (much higher than 1 − 2−1024 ) is presented in
section 4.1. We note that much more compact parameter q can be chosen easily
using lemma 1.
3.3

Security of RLWE-SRP

We are able to prove the security of our RLWE-SRP protocol under Universally
Composable security model (UC-secure) [12]. UC-secure is one of the strongest
simulation-based security model. It overcomes shortcomings in game-based models and takes more general simulation-based techniques. It allows secure arbitrary
compositions with other primitives once they are proven secure. However, due to
page limitation, we do not present formal security proofs in conference version of
this paper. Instead, we take similar approach as original SRP paper to show that
our RLWE-SRP remain secure with same attacks as original SRP paper suggested. In original SRP paper [31], they do not present formal security analysis for
SRP protocol. They show that SRP remain secure under various practical attacks. We also consider such attacks for our RLWE-SRP and categorize them
into four major aspects. Moreover, we consider threat from quantum adversary,
which attempts to break RLWE-SRP by attacking RLWE problem.
Reduction to RLWE. Fortunately, our RLWE-SRP is built based on RLWE problem, whose hardness is directly reduced to hard lattice problems. Public
key, secret key and verifier are constructed as RLWE problem requires. Since no
public known algorithms can solve lattice/LWE/RLWE problems on classic and
quantum computers with properly chosen parameters, our construction remain
secure against such adversaries. In comparison with original SRP, which relies
on hardness Diffie-Hellman problem, can be solved easily by quantum adversaries. For RLWE-based constructions (including RLWE-SRP), adversary cannot recover secret key or error term from ephemeral public key. Properly chosen
parameters guarantee hardness of RLWE instance. If adversary can break our
protocol by recovering secret key, then he can also break RLWE problem and
underlying lattice problems.
Hardness of password recovery. Practically, it is possible that server is
compromised, therefore adversary may get hands on the verifier. Adversary may
attempt to recover user’s password from verifier. However, this will not work
for both SRP and RLWE-SRP. This is also an advantage for SRP and RLWESRP. From construction of RLWE-SRP, we can see that: (1) Only the client
who knows correct password can be only computed with correct sv and ev , i.e.,
correct seed1 and seed2. salt is 256-bit long and uniform randomly generated
by client. Client does not need to store sv and ev since they can be computed
with salt, I and correct pwd, where pwd is only known to himself. I and salt are

publicly transmitted; (2) Adversary who obtain seed1 or seed2 cannot compute
pwd reversely thanks to strong SHA3-256 function, randomness from 256-bit
salt and strong PRNG; If one can compute pwd with public-known elements,
then he can at least break hash function and PRNG. (3) v is indistinguishable
from uniform random since v = a · sv + 2ev is a standard RLWE sample.
If adversary wishes to recover password from v, he first need to solve RLWE
problem to recover sv , then break PRNG in order to find correct seeds, and find
preimage of hash value. If one can distinguish v from uniform random, then he
can solve decision-RLWE problem, which implies that adversary can solve hard
lattice problems. To summarize, If one can recover pwd from verifier v, then he
can at least solve RLWE problem, break SHA3-256 hash function and PRNG
simultaneously.
No password leakage from key exchange. In original SRP paper, they
consider password leakage from final shared key and key exchange executions.
For leakage of password, we discuss this issue in above subsection, showing that
if the adversary can recover password, they he can break various cryptographic
primitives. For leakage from shared session key, since we use error reconciliation
mechanism in [16] and they proved that signal value and public key leak no information about final shared key, therefore our construction is strong. Output of
Mod2 () and signal w are indistinguishable from uniform random, which is also
proven in [16]. Ephemeral public key is also indistinguishable from uniform random, whose security is guaranteed by hardness of RLWE problem and properly
chosen parameters.
We note that public keys in RLWE-SRP are ephemeral, namely all parties
need to generate fresh keys for key exchange and authentication, therefore our
RLWE-SRP is also forward secure like ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
Adversary cannot decrypt past sessions if current session is compromised.
RLWE-SRP is also resistant to Denning-Sacco attack [13], where attacker
tries to impersonate user with captured session key or recover password with
brute-force search. Analysis in original SRP implies that such attack can be
detected and defeated in verification phase. Since RLWE-SRP uses exact same
verification phase as original SRP without any modification, our RLWE-SRP
also enjoys this nice property.
No impersonation even if verifier is stolen. Since the pre-shared verifier
v can only be computed with correct password, adversary cannot impersonate
as user to authenticate himself to the server if server is compromised and verifier
is leaked. In ki computation, adversary has to generate correct sv (not verifier
v = a · sv + ev ) in order to impersonate as legit user. However, sv and ev can only
be computed with correct password, therefore adversary cannot impersonate as
user even if he owns v. However, the adversary can impersonate as server for user
to login. This works for almost all security protocols and applications once such
information is leaked. In RLWE-SRP, since user does not send actual password
to server and password cannot be recovered from verifier or during key exchange,
adversary cannot acquire user’s actual password even if he impersonates as legit
server. This nice property also holds for original SRP. Adversary can recover sv

and ev only by solving RLWE problem given lost verifier v = a · sv + 2ev , which
is known be very hard.
Rest of security analysis in original SRP paper are mathematical constraints
on choosing parameters regarding to discrete logarithm computations since SRP
is built based on DLP. Our RLWE-SRP is built based on RLWE problem, therefore we can safely ignore these analysis. Concrete parameter choice and security
level estimation are presented in section 4.
Compared with the RLWE-based PAKE protocol in [15], advantages of our
RLWE-SRP come from the usage of verifier. Using actual password or hash
of password directly is not strong enough as we discussed above. In [15], if
password or hash of password is stolen, adversary can immediately impersonate
as legit user and authenticate to user, while this attack does not work for RLWESRP. Another advantage is that if the hash function is broken, i.e., one can
find preimage of hash value, password can be recovered successfully in [15]. For
RLWE-SRP, we first use seed1 = SHA3-256(saltkSHA3-256(Ikpwd)) to generate
a seed using hash function, then we generate sv ∈ Rq ← DZ n ,σ with seed1 for
PRNG. If adversary can recover password from RLWE-SRP, then he can break
hash function, PRNG and RLWE problem.

4

Instantiation, Implementation and Performance

In this section, we introduce parameter choice, security level estimation, implementation details and benchmark of RLWE-SRP. In order to demonstrate
efficiency of our protocol and implementation, we also compare performance
with original SRP protocol [31] and J-PAKE [20] protocols which are vulnerable
to quantum attacks, and two RLWE-based PAKE protocols in [15].
4.1

Parameter Choice and Security Level Estimation

We first choose practical parameter for our protocol. We choose σ = 3.192,
n = 1024 and q = 1073479681 (approximately 30 bits). Our choice of q can
guarantee the correctness of our protocol with extremely low failure probability
(much lower than 2−1024 ). Our 30-bit q is 2-bit smaller than modulus in [15] and
[9], where [9] claims roughly 2−131072 failure probability with very similar ki − kj
norm and error tolerance for reconciliation mechanism. Moreover, our choice of
q can instantiate NTT for quick polynomial multiplication efficiently since it
holds q ≡ 1 mod 2n. This technique is also adopted in various implementations
of RLWE-based protocols (e.g., [5]) as well. σ = 3.192 and n = 1024 follow
parameter choices of various RLWE-based key exchange protocols (e.g., [9], [32],
[15] etc.). We set statistical distance between sampled distribution and discrete
Gaussian distribution to be 2−128 to preserve high statistical quality and security.
Security level of our parameter choice is estimated using LWE estimator in
[4]. The state-of-the-art LWE estimator gives a thorough security estimation for
both LWE and RLWE-based cryptosystems. It evaluates security level of cryptosystems by computing attack complexity of exhaustive search, BKW, lattice

reduction, decoding, reducing BDD to unique-SVP and MITM attacks. Due to
the fact that currently there are no known attacks that take advantage of the
ring structure in RLWE, therefore LWE estimator can be used to estimate security level of RLWE-based constructions. LWE estimator is regarded as most
accurate, robust and easy-to-use tool of security level estimation for LWE and
RLWE-based constructions. Given any parameters, LWE estimator outputs computation and space complexity of various attacks. [9] and various works also use
this tool to estimate security of their parameter choice.
Instruction for estimation is given as follows:
– load(“https://bitbucket.org/malb/lwe-estimator/raw/HEAD/estimator.py”)
– n, alpha, q = 1024, alphaf(8, 1073479681), 1073479681
– set verbose(1)
– = estimate lwe(n, alpha, q, skip=[“arora-gb”])
With above estimation approach, our parameter choice offers 209-bit security.
We note that since LWE estimator is constantly updated, estimation result from
latest version of LWE estimator may different from what we present here.
We note that above security claim is actually pessimistic, since public and
private keys in our RLWE-SRP are ephemeral-only, while the attacks listed in
LWE estimator requires large amount of RLWE samples to work. Given only
one sample from our protocol execution, it is much more difficult to break the
protocol by attempting to solve RLWE problem and recover s.
4.2

Implementation, Performance and Comparison

We present portable C++ implementation of RLWE-SRP. Our implementation
is done using our modified version of NFLlib library [3]. NFLlib is an efficient
NTT-based library for RLWE-based cryptography. We modify latest version
of NFLlib to adapt to our design for sv and ev , i.e., passing certain seed to
random number generator when generating random numbers in sv and ev . Our
implementation only runs on single core and does not utilize parallel computing
techniques. Efficiency of our non-constant time implementation benefits from
efficient protocol design and SSE-optimized discrete Gaussian sampling and NTT
computations. It is portable and can run on more outdated devices.
For hash functions, we choose Keccak sponge function family (standardized
and known as SHA3-*). Hashing computations are done using SHA3-256. We
also take advantage of an extendable output function (XOF) in Keccak family
- SHAKE-128. It can be used as hash function with desired output length. It
is used in generating u in our implementation, i.e., extending SHA3-256 output
of (pi kpj ) to 4096 bytes with SHAKE-128 (u = SHAKE-128(SHA3-256(pi kpj ),
4096)). Each coefficient is stored in “uint32 t” type variable, therefore we use
SHAKE-128 to extend SHA3-256(pi kpj ) to 4096 bytes to instantiate polynomial
coefficients of u.
We test implementation of this work, two PAKE protocols that vulnerable to
quantum attacks (original SRP [31] and J-PAKE [20]), the only two quantumresistant RLWE-based PAKE protocols till now in [15] on same server equipped

with 3.4GHz Intel Xeon E5-2687W v2 processor and 64GB memory, running
64-bit Ubuntu 14.04. All implementations are compiled by gcc or g++ compiler
version 4.8.4 with same optimization flags “-O3 -march=native -m64”. We report
average runtime over 10,000 executions of all protocols in table 1:
Table 1. Performance comparison of multiple PAKE protocols

RLWE-SRP
Original SRP [31]
J-PAKE [20]
RLWE-PAK [15]
RLWE-PPK [15]

Security level Security assumption Client (ms)

Server (ms)

209-bit
112-bit
80-bit
184-bit
184-bit

0.257
0.804
1.495
4.053
4.041

RLWE
DLP
DLP
RLWE
RLWE

0.286
0.805
1.499
3.472
3.488

(2.81x)
(5.24x)
(12.14x)
(12.20x)

(3.13x)
(5.82x)
(15.77x)
(15.72x)

Number in parentheses is number of times of corresponding runtime for each
protocol compared with this work as baseline. Compared with original SRP
protocol, our implementation achieves 3x speedup. Compared with J-PAKE,
RLWE-PAK and RLWE-PPK, our implementation is 5.53x, 13.96x and 13.96x
faster respectively. Benchmark proves the efficiency of our protocol and implementation. We remark that for our RLWE-SRP protocol, client side computation
costs slightly more time than server side since client needs to compute verifier v
(i.e., sampling sv and ev then NTT) while server does not.
Communication cost of all PAKE protocols compared in table 1 is given
in table 2. Here we assume that for all PAKE protocols, size of username is 64
bytes, salt is 256 bits, output length of hash function is 256 bits. For original SRP
and J-PAKE, 80-bit security implies choosing 1024-bit prime modulus, 112-bit
security implies choosing 2048-bit prime modulus.
Table 2. Communication cost comparison of multiple PAKE protocols

RLWE-SRP
Original SRP [31]
J-PAKE [20]
RLWE-PAK [15]
RLWE-PPK [15]

Security level

Client→Server Server→Client
(Byte)
(Byte)

209-bit
112-bit
80-bit
184-bit
184-bit

3936
352
640
4192
4192

4032
320
640
4256
4224

We can see that due to mathematical structure of RLWE and parameter
choice, RLWE-based protocols have much larger communication cost than discrete logarithm-based ones. In fact, all RLWE-based constructions have much

larger communication cost compared with current public key algorithms (e.g.,
Diffie-Hellman, ECDH, RSA etc.) due to public key in RLWE-based constructions is degree n polynomial in Rq modulus q. Size of public key is estimated to
be n · dlog2 qe/8 bytes. We can also choose smaller q by increasing key exchange
failure probability to more practical value (e.g., 2−60 ) and get roughly 18-bit
modulus q. Moreover, choosing slightly smaller σ can reduce size of modulus q
by 1 bit. With much smaller q and slightly smaller σ, security level of parameter
choice can be increased. Compared with two RLWE-based PAKE protocols in
[15], RLWE-SRP has smaller communication cost due to 2-bit smaller modulus
q.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we present the first practical and efficient RLWE-based postquantum secure remote protocol. Our RLWE-SRP enjoys various nice security
properties, including: (1) Resistant to quantum attacks; (2) Mutual authenticated key exchange; (3) No actual password is sent to server; (4) Attacker cannot
impersonate client to authenticate even if verifier is stolen; (5) Attacker cannot recover user password with stolen verifier etc. Our 209-bit secure parameter
choice and efficient implementation further highlight the practicality of this work.
Compared with PAKE protocols that are vulnerable to quantum attacks and two RLWE-PAKE protocols, our RLWE-SRP implementation is much faster. We
believe our RLWE-SRP is one step forward for secure remote password protocol
towards post-quantum world.
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